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1. Introduction

The study of peripheral nerve injury, repair & rehabilitation began during the American Civil War and has since expanded to not only include extensive characterization of the processes and factors that contribute to nerve regeneration and reinnervation, but also to determining therapies that enhance nerve regeneration such as physical modalities, rehabilitation consideration and recently biological conduits and administration of growth promoting molecules.\cite{1} Rehabilitation medicine is a branch of medicine that aims to enhance and restore functional ability and quality of life to those with physical impairments or disabilities. Functional disability due to nerve lesions is completely related to the severity, type and location of nerve lesions. So, before starting any rehabilitation program for patients with nerve injury, deep knowledge of lesion’s type and denervation consequences is necessary.

2. Peripheral nerve injury classification

Classification of peripheral nerve injury has an important role in prognosis prediction and treatment strategy determination. Classification of nerve injury was described by Seddon in 1943 and by Sunderland in 1951. In brief it classified to mild, moderate and severe injuries resembling pathologic terms of neurapraxia, axonotmesis and neurotmesis consequently. In the first one the nerve remains intact but signaling ability is damaged, in the second degree the axon is damaged but the surrounding connective tissue remains intact and in the last one both the axon and connective tissue are damaged.\cite{2, 3} The most common etiology for these three types of injury is entrapment neuropathies, blunt and sharp trauma consequently.

3. Peripheral nerve injury consequences

The effects of peripheral nerve injuries are vary depending on the cause and severity of the injury. These are Pain (ranging from a tingling to intense burning pain), numbness or altered sensations, muscle weakness in the affected body part, loss of function (eg. a hand or leg being difficult to use whilst performing tasks), Loss of active movement (eg. wrist drop and foot drop) joint stiffness and skin sores and finally emotional stress.
4. Rehabilitation medicine in brief

Rehabilitation medicine in nerve injuries is a non surgical, comprehensive management of injury consequences, controlling positive disturbing symptoms such as pain, preventing long term deformities such as contractures and utilizing proper techniques and modalities to enhance nerve repair and recovery. Following we will discuss the program in detail.

5. Pain management

Pain is one of the most common and annoying consequences of nerve damage. For the first time massive spontaneous discharges was reported in L4 and 5 dorsal rootlets after producing an experimental sciatic nerve lesion of a rabbit. Since then many mechanisms proposed as the etiology of neuropathic pain but the most recent and acceptable one is dramatic and robust chemical changes occurring in dorsal root ganglions after peripheral nerve damage, which is a new generator and presumably contribute in the process of neuropathic pain. There are also other mechanisms in dorsal column of cord and brain which are proposed as contributors to neuropathic pain. This pain management is an interdisciplinary approach centered by pharmacological treatments.[4] New treatment strategies for neuropathic pain are mainly invented considering the changes in central nervous system. [5] Anticonvulsants and tri-cyclic anti depressants are the most popular drugs for neuropathic pain,[6] Complete relief is very difficult and only 40-60% of patients achieves partial relief. [7] Other modalities which have some role in neuropathic pain management are yoga, massage, meditation, cognitive exercise, acupuncture and Trans-cutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS).[8]

6. Sensation deficit and relearning

Body image, objects’ shape and texture recognition and avoiding hazardous objects are the principles roles of an intact sensation. Sensory stimuli are also send a feedback to motor system for proper adjustment in function. Contra lateral somatosensory cortex play as a central processing unit for almost all of these functions. Following a peripheral nerve injury one or all of above mentioned functions may be impaired based on the severity of insult. Complete injury of a major nerve or its sensory part turns off related contra lateral somatosensory cortex until reinnervation or repair is occurred. In this scene all of five principles sensory functions being impaired. If reinnervation occurs in a disorganized pattern the sensory cortex faced a new pattern of input which is usually unknown. This is the basis of sensory rehabilitation or re-familiarization even with a successful surgical nerve repair. Shape and texture relearning with open eye and stimulating deep receptor by rough objects are helpful methods of proper reorganization [fig1]. (Rosén et al., 2003; Lundborg, 2004) large nerves injury such as sciatic in lower extremities’ nerve and also more widespread nerve lesions such as neuropathies have a profound effect on all sensation and motor related functions but proprioception is one of the most important one. Proprioception is defined as sensing the body movements and awareness of posture, enabling the person to orient itself in space without visual clues.[9] Proprioception is what allows someone to walk in complete darkness or driving with only looking the road without losing balance or control. During the learning of any new skills or relearning old one such as a sport activity,
or an art, it is usually necessary to become familiar with some proprioceptive tasks specific to that activity.

The proprioceptive sense can be sharpened through Juggling trains reaction time, spatial location, and efficient movement. Standing on a balance board is often used to retrain or increase proprioception abilities, particularly as physical therapy for ankle, knee and its nerve injuries. Advanced balance abilities which are used usually for athletes following nerve repair could be achieved by Yoga, Wing Chun and Tai-chi. There are even specific devices designed for proprioception training, such as the exercise ball, which works on balancing the abdominal and back muscles which may be impaired in nerve’s root injuries. [10, 11]

Fig. 1. Sensory stimulation and facilitation by Reza S Roghani, Rehabilitation University, Tehran, Iran
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7. Muscle weakness

Major peripheral nerve injuries are usually leading to severe muscle atrophy and significant functional deficits. The neuromuscular junction undergoes significant changes after nerve injury and is the most critical point for functional recovery even after proper nerve regeneration.[12] Several methods are proposed for functional recovery and prevent muscle wasting. One of them is electrical stimulation which has a great controversy regarding beneficial effects in nerve regrowth[13] or diminish the speed and accuracy of reinnervation. [14] Another modality, is low level laser therapy or phototherapy which has promising effects in nerve growth.[15] Muscle care following nerve injury is essential and includes protection against cold and heat exposures, minor trauma and overstretching by gravity. The key point is keeping muscles in a normal physiological length to prevent vascular and lymphatic stasis, contractures, and joint stiffness. Modalities which have significant role to achieve above goals are warmth, massage and passive movements, bandaging, ultrasound therapy, hydrotherapy and splints.

Static and detachable splints [fig2] is useful mechanical devices to give rest to the paralyzed muscles and joints, preventing overstretching and shortening and to allow exercises and other therapeutic methods to be given regularly for preventing complications of continued immobilization.[16]
8. Loss of function

Functional loss is a direct effect of sensory and motor deficit following nerve injury. Cortical sensory synaptic changes due to miss stimulation of peripherals, starting immediately after nerve injury leads to remapping of central sensory system makes re-learning and proper functional recovery difficult. New trends in nerve injury rehabilitation focus on manipulation of central nervous processes rather than peripheral factors. Using the brain capacity for visio-tactile and audio-tactile interaction and fine motor relearning [fig3] is the main concept for maintaining sensory cortex and periphery relationship in the initial phase following nerve injury and repair. After initiation of nerve re-growth, anesthesia of intact peripheral skin with topical agents especially during sensory relearning sessions is a new method to prevent early changes until sensory recovery completes and relearning process made possible. [17, 18] another issue in proper functional recovery is neuromuscular junction instability immediately after denervation which is hard to stabilized properly even after repair and complete regeneration. It is more present in more complex and fine tasks. Rehabilitation protocols that focus on relearning programs of fine tasks address this issue and increase the chance of functional outcome improvement after nerve repair. [18]

Fig. 3. Fine motor relearning following nerve repair and regeneration by Reza S Roghani, Rehabilitation University, Tehran, Iran
9. Joint stiffness

The insensitive joints and ligaments and other surrounding tissues which are affected by the injury to all or some supplying nerves are at the risk of stiffness, shortening and finally contracture. Regular daily massage, passive motion in full range at least one time per day and protective detachable static splints could prevent these complications. In case of joint stiffness dynamic splints and physical modalities such as ultrasound and laser [Fig4] will help to regain the softening and range of motion. [19]

10. Care of denervated skin

Proper hot and sharp objects handling, take care of nails, avoiding long term cold weather exposure, and well padded splints use are the cornerstone of denervated skin care. Skin also should be cleaned with mild soap and warm water and gently patted dry. Locations is vulnerable to excess moisture can be protected with talcum powder and too dry area should have lotion applied. Direct or using a mirror for daily skin inspection is important to identify vulnerable areas for sores such as high pressure points under splints.[20]

11. Emotional stress

Severe pain and paralysis accompanying nerve injury usually lead to cognitive problem; sleep disorder and anxiety reduce quality of life and hamper efficient medical treatment. [21] Alteration of extracellular glycine concentration in related spinal cord and brain cortex
develop mechanical hypersensitivity after peripheral nerve injury may exhibit impaired recognition ability and may be the main mechanism of long lasting pain and a source of emotional stress. If it is not addressed properly and as soon as possible it may lead to chronic hippocampal plasticity and develop chronic pain.[22] Cognitive rehabilitation programs would address mood disturbance, enhance functional outcome and also prevent or decline chronic pain following nerve injury and repair. [23]
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Peripheral nerve disorders are comprising one of the major clinical topics in neuromusculoskeletal disorders. Sharp nerve injuries, chronic entrapment syndromes, and peripheral neuropathic processes can be classified in this common medical topic. Different aspects of these disorders including anatomy, physiology, pathophysiology, injury mechanisms, and different diagnostic and management methods need to be addressed when discussing this topic. The goal of preparing this book was to gather such pertinent chapters to cover these aspects.
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